Deaf eddie wiring diagrams
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wiring. Thread starter jjhaller Start date Feb 3, Messages Everything was hunky dory there. I
replace the pickups from Rio Grande no cover on neck, no baseplate to Lollar Specials
complete with neck cover and baseplate. I get it all assembled, and everything seems to be
working a-ok. I looked at the wiring diagram again, and it shows to disconnect the ground from
the pickup cover. I didn't do this, and everything still works. Any ideas why? Any tips on maybe
where I could meter to make sure grounds are where they should and shouldnt be? I'd like to
gig with the guitar tomorrow and using an amp to test tonight is a no go with a toddler about to
go to bed. If your new neck pickup doen't have a metallic cover you don't have to worry about
the 3rd wire. If you've not done anything, then it should still work but with possibly a little more
noise because the metallic cover is not at "ground" potential. If you don't notice any more noise
from the neck pickup then don't worry. It does have the cover. The reading I've done says that
the sky will fall with the amount of noise. But I didn't notice any after I put them in. But it should
be really noisy! I don't get it. Mayo5 Silver Supporting Member. Messages 3, You must log in or
register to reply here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? So what do y'all
think about the Dave Mustaine Gibsons? Guitars in General. Which pedals were instant keepers
for you, no drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip Feb 17, Replies: Will Kemper be dethroned?
Fender Stratocaster Guitar Forum. Age: 29 Messages: 7. I am going off of whats wired with the
Guthrie Govan Signature series minus the "Blower switch". HaydenMaringer , Mar 21,
HaydenMaringer , Mar 22, Messages: I can draw something up that will work for you. You might
have to PM me to rattle my cage, if I don't post something within a day or two. I'll help you
translate it for your pups. As for pot and cap values, it's actually a matter of personal
preference. Since you already have Ks, try that first. Deaf Eddie , Mar 24, Age: 31 Messages: 6,
Ah, yes, that's the ol' Ibanez HSH scheme, and it's a good 'un. However, the desired scheme is
more than just auto-splits in 2 and 4, he wants the outside coils in 3. If I understand the request,
this should do it: As for the color codes for the humbucker leads, I haven't been able to find the
Suhr color code online. If you know it - if it came with the documentation for your pickups - post
it, and I'll edit the drawing to match. Deaf Eddie , Mar 25, Messages: 5. I'd like to do something
similar but with the addition of being able to have the middle pickup on its own, and also the
two Humbuckers together. I have a Strat switch, Gibson switch, and push-pull switch in the tone
pot to play with. Is it feasible? Yish77 , Oct 20, Has anyone tried Deaf Eddie's wiring diagram?
Did it work? Yish77 , Dec 14, Messages: 2, Deaf Eddie is one of the most respected guitar
wire-wranglers on the net, and his diagram looks fine to me. The switch he shows is a super
switch. At maximum, it is open circuit and does nothing, as you reduce it, it gradually blends a
bit of the other pup in with which ever one you select, until they are fully mixed. As an option,
you can have this blending only in the bridge position, if you want to keep the N only unblended
- the second half of a standard 5 way can do this. For pots on HSH, Id suggest both k, or, use a
k volume pot and another no-load tone pot. JohnDH , Dec 14, Remember the difference between
the Ibanez HSH scheme and the Govan scheme is that with the Govan wiring you can never
select the middle pickup. It's only there for in-between sounds, never as a sound itself.
Swampash , Dec 15, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Discussion in ' Tele-Technical ' started by alex1fly , Jan 8,
Telecaster Guitar Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member
Giveaway is on. To enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the
thread about the giveaway Click Here. Jan 8, 1. Age: 35 Posts: Interested in doing this to my
Tele, and it looks like there are several different ways to achieve it. Do folks have preferred
wiring schemes? I'm eyeballing this one simply because Fralin is a well-respected company and
I like their blog posts. Jan 8, 2. Posts: 10, That's the one I think makes the most sense. Just like
a reg. Tele 3w, then 4 for series The most common issue other than shady solder skills, or
rushing the job and screwing up what goes where is the control plate slot not being long
enough for the lever to throw all the way. May need some filing on one end. Deaf Eddie likes
this. Jan 8, 3. Age: 47 Posts: Jan 8, 4. Posts: 9, I prefer the series in the 4 position. If you play
live. You always know exactly where it is on the fly. No searching. I may use several different
pickup positions in one song. If your a bedroom player, no big deal where it is. Actually, I like
the "Deaf Eddie" mod. Jan 8, 5. Posts: 4, Fender part , don't know what the preferred one is, but
worked fine for me:. Jan 8, 6. Posts: 2, Last edited: Jan 8, Jan 8, 7. Posts: 26, Jan 8, 8. Posts:
Jan 8, 9. I'm not an Oak Grigsby switch fan. That's why I went to the Deaf Eddie mod. Jan 8,

Age: 64 Posts: 17, Here are all the basic permutations, keeping the original order of Bridge,
Parallel, Neck. Each diagram has this, but Series inserted in a different position. Compare them
side by side, and you'll see the pattern. There is no 'better' one, it's simply what you prefer.
Note: mine always include the anti-noise jumper on the bridge lug. RockinforJesus , ndcaster ,
Muku and 7 others like this. Last edited: Jan 9, I've got four way switches on 2 of 3 of my Teles. I
prefer standard wiring to keep the normal Tele selections together in 1-bridge 2-both parallel
3-neck and 4- something special both in series IMO If you don't see all that well to start with, it's
nice when folks don't go moving around the furniture on you just because they think it looks
better. Jan 10, Posts: 1, I just came here to post the same question! Glad to see there's already
a thread. I was going to use the SD diagram to get the series in pos. Does anyone know if the
SD will give that config? I just don't want to have to remember down the line what diagram I
used because I probably won't , so I try to stick to SD. Last edited: Jan 10, Jan 11, Age: 71
Posts: 5, I use the one shown in the Fralin link. Beware, some 4-ways have a longer throw than
the 3-way switch. On one tele, I had to lengthen the control plate slot slightly for the 4-way
switch to "click" into the end position. It was a while ago and I don't recall who made the switch,
but it was Fender-branded. RockinforJesus , ndcaster , TokyoPortrait and 2 others like this. You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do
you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? View Full Version : Wiring Diagrams. Wiring Diagrams are available as PDF
downloads in the video section. Just click on the video you need in the "Wiring" section and
you'll see a link to the Wiring Diagram. Thanks, I actually used their site for developing our Pit
Bull Guitars wiring diagrams. I didn't think it was right to just link to their site as some of our
wiring is a bit different. Great resource though. Hey guys I have found that a number of SD
diagrams are flat out wrong. DiMarzio tend to be much better quality in terms of being useful
circuits but they still have some issues like coils hanging from hot. Just an FYI there. Got a
wiring diagram for the HB-4? I am a little bit confused with JM -1 wiring. Hi Joshj This is the
F-type Jaguar that comes with a pre-wired control set? Hence, there should be a spare volume
control lug on each of the Volume Pots to attach the Yellow and the Red 'hot' wires from the
Pickups. You will need to solder the 'ground' wires from the Pickups to the back of the volume
control case. Make sure that you have a ground wire running from the bridge to the volume Pot
or else you will get hum every time you touch the strings. I don't have the wiring diagram that
you are speaking of in front of me, but the volume pots should both have a separate wire
running to the selector switch. There should be a spare lug here which you will use to run the
resultant selection to the 'hot' tip of the output jack. Finally run a ground wire from the ground
of the output jack to the back of the volume control case. If you have not used copper shielding
you then need to make sure that each case is grounded by running a ground wire from each
case. If you have shielded the pickup cavities etc, then this step isn't necessary as everything
that needs to be grounded in terms of the Pot controls will be. Gav is on the right track I'd say
you have to run the hot wire and earth to the input jack Have you had a look online for JM wiring
diagrams? The black wire seems to me to be the ground wire for the bridge. You will need to run
a ground wire from the switch centre lugs on the switch where the ground from the Pickups is
attached. You should be good to go thereafter. The hot wire from the switch should either be
soldered to the middle lug of the volume pot or to the lug on the left of it. Either way it should
produce sound. Re-read my post, follow it or ask if there is a confusion and it will work. The rest
of the wiring looks complete in the photo let us know how you go! Here's one with the same
switch you have. No, the tone pots are merely there to filter out certain frequencies from the
volume pots What other guitars have you built? Might be worth taking a look inside these if you
are still stuck? I have only built Gibson style and one rebuild of a esp KH that I bought was a
friends who wanted the Ouija board on it, this is my 6th guitar kit build though but my first
fender style, hence why the confusion and I was right in my thoughts that the wiring had not
been complete and something was missing. Tincataylor - what colours were your wires out of
the humbucker? Have you got any photos? Good evening, I can't seem to locate the HB-4
Wiring Diagram or a Video on its overall setup, is it on the site anywhere? Regards James. I
must seem like an idiot but I am unsure of the wiring set up as there is apparently no tone
control due to lack of capacitor in the kit or selector switch. My first kit I built a long time ago
didn't have the hole for the bridge earth wire and instructional videos said nothing of this step,
so I put it down to cheap parts however the buzzing vanished once I added this little wire in
when I re built it so it is worth doing and checking out the video guide if your unsure! Josh, I
haven't seen anyone build a GD-1 guitar, looking at the website it says 1 volume and 1 tone, are
you sure there is no capacitor? It doesn't appear to have a selector switch so the only way to
control volume on each of the 2 humbuckers is to wire each humbucker to each of the 2 volume
pots. All I can suggest is look at this wiring diagram, 1 humbucker, 1 volume and piggy up the

wires that go to the input jack to each volume pot as shown should work. Make sure you ground
any part of the bridge mechanism to the back of one of the volume pots - good luck! If you're
going to wire it as two volumes with no switch, then you'll need to use a Jazz Bass style wiring
so that you can control the volume of each pickup separately without one affecting the other.
This requires the pickup 'hot' to go to the 'sweep' middle lug of the pot and the output on the
outer lug otherwise turning one volume all the way down will also mute the other pickup. Yes
you are correct Scott. Josh use the jazz bass diagram so volume control is separate. Also is this
what the spare Orange wire is for. I'm doing this in black yea but not a complete solid black it
will be a translucent. About the GD-1, I know someone who owns a legit Epi Graveyard Disciple,
and there is a master volume and master tone, but on the side near your chest there is a
selector switch Adam, can you fix this??? I had noticed this also, I have a spare three way but
am unsure on if i can actually make a cavity for it. You will need to do more work though to get a
cavity made to fit the large switch Jimbob, I don't have one of these kits, but going by the circuit
diagram it should be as follows: 1 Bridge pickup 'hot'. Hope that helps. Thanks Scott, I had
solder the first 4 points already in nearly the same order you suggested as guess I have 3 and 4
swapped around, by Tailpiece do you mean somewhere on the input jack I think I had to do this
on the Rickenbacher I put together back in April? One of the switch permutations does result in
a feedback hum which I think will go away once I use the orange wire. Thanks again. This is
important: electric guitars and basses should have a ground connection to the bridge or
tailpiece which then, through metal to metal contact, makes a ground connection for the strings.
This does two things, 1 It helps to reduce hum. It's unlikely that would ever happen, but it could,
so you need the ground wire just to be safe. End of warning. In most guitars and basses a
ground wire is connected to the bridge or a bridge post , but as the Beatle Basses have a
floating bridge the ground wire would normally be connected to the tailpiece. This typically
means that there is a hole drilled under where the tailpiece plate mounts to the edge of the body
so that the ground wire makes contact with the plate, thus grounding the tailpiece and hence
the strings. However, like I said in my other post, I don't have a HB style kit so I'm not sure if
they have a hole drilled for the tailpiece ground wire or not. If there is no hole pre-drilled for the
ground wire at the tail on these kits you may need to consult the oracle, DB, and he can advise
you what to do. The Oracle says drill a small hole in the butt end, you will need an extra long
drill bit to get through the block. Feed the wire through and solder to the ground connection on
the control panel. Strip the wire at the tailpiece end, have it protruding enough to make contact
with the tail piece when you screw it down. And the people give thanks to the Oracle. DB, if the
holes aren't there for the ground wire perhaps you could encourage Adam to see if the factory
can add them in future. I've decided to make things simple, there is no way around this but I will
simply have to put a 3rd hole in the control cavity for a 3 way, Adam I think you need to talk to
the supplier as this kit came with no 3 way switch, capacitor for a tone or a 3 way mounting
point. The control panel is a direct copy of the Hofner control plate Mr Brendan has done a
wiring diagram for the HB that will solve all your problems You may run into more dramas if you
try to retrofit pots etc as the control panel is pretty much a sealed unit. So dingo you don't
agree with wiring it like an ex-1 with a new hole drilled in the control cavity for a 3 way? Hey
guys, any TL-1TH wiring diagrams? I've seen a few Thinline diagrams around the web but there
are subtle variations in some of those. So, if you're using the stock humbuckers, just wire them
like the single coil diagram. All rights reserved. Toggle navigation Unofficial Warmoth Forum.
Home Help Search Login Register. Beginners and advanced Guitar wiring links Superbeast
Thought this would be very user friendly, so I decided to make a one stop for links to other sites
with schematic and wiring info; as I noticed alot of these request from newer builders in
particular keep coming up. Feel free to add on Rothstein Guitars Notyethendrix 65 Stool Of
Rock! I found that
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Seymour Duncan one a while ago. That one is by far the best with any type of wiring
combination you can imagine. Wow, this is the greatest collection of wiring links! Thanks a lot!
Sticky this? DocNrock 4, Oh, yeah Quote from: spauldingrules on February 20, , PM. TTT If
anyone can sticky this, I'll do a semi-glossary MikeW Proletariat At Large. As scientists are
closing in on true "artificial intelligence", the internet got here just in time to provide the
counter-balance - "artificial stupidity. Ted It is a great resource. Thank you for making this a
sticky! TroubledTreble Here is a site with hundreds of diagrams. There are diagrams for guitar
wiring, amp, special circuits, effects.. I have still not been through everything but it is a great
resource. It can be a bit strange to navigate sometimes. There is other related information which

can be very useful as well. Happy wiring! TonyFlyingSquirrel 4, Bite off more than you can
chew, then start chewin. Here's a great thread from the S.

